OBJECTIVE
Welcome to HIRE!, the board game where you rule the stock market! Throughout this game, you can buy and sell stocks,
invest in Cryptocoin, and HIRE! Bulls and Bears to grow your wealth. In the ever-changing market, each game will be different than the next. When the opening bell rings, anything is possible!

HOW TO WIN
After you have completed the number of turns you decided to play, the player with the most cash (only cash, not total portfolio value) wins. Make sure you watch your position on the board toward the end of the game - you are not guaranteed
to sell all of your stock.
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GAME COMPONENTS

TO START

FREE downloadable HIRE! app

Before you begin, download the FREE HIRE! app. Roll the dice to see who goes first. Input the player colors and names
in the order of play and the number of round turns you will be playing. One round turn consists of each player taking one
turn. You can play with 2 to 7 players for 10 to 30 round turns (15 recommended). The app will keep track of everyone’s
portfolio and will perform calculations, tasks, and actions as directed. Please see THE APP on page 15 for more detailed
information on how to download and use the app. Then, each player puts their playing piece on the ‘Opening Bell’ space,
and you are ready to play.

1 White Pawn (William/Maggie)
1 Orange Pawn (Wilford/Megan)
1 Yellow Pawn (Wesley/Myra)
1 Green Pawn (Woodward/Madeline)
1 Blue Pawn (Wade/Marilyn)
1 Purple Pawn (Worthington/Mary)

TURN SUMMARY

1 Pink Pawn (Tony/Toni)
105 Portal Chips (15 each of white, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and pink)
1 HIRE! Game Board
1 HIRE! Rule Book
3 White Dice
3 Black Bull Floor Trader Tokens (One each for levels 1, 2, and 3)
3 Red Bear Floor Trader Tokens (One each for levels 1, 2, and 3)
7 Player ID Cards (Summarizes the mandatory and optional tasks in a given turn)
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On your turn, you can do the following actions in the order listed:
1. You must collect dividends.
2. You must roll 3 dice (or use your portal), move your piece, and complete the actions of the space you land on.
3. If you control the floor trader, you may move the floor trader and influence stocks.
4. You may buy stocks, sell stocks, or buy Cryptocoin.
5. You may purchase a portal on the space you landed on.
6. You may sell your Cryptocoin.
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TURN DETAILS
The HIRE! app will help guide you through your turn. At the beginning of every turn, you can click on ‘Stock Prices and
Dividends’ to see current pricing, ‘Player Holdings’ to see what everyone owns, ‘Portals’ to see where all players have their
portals, ‘Total Portfolio Value’ to see each player’s net worth (what every player’s cash value would be if they sold everything they owned), and ‘Players’ to see everyone’s current position, cash and Cryptocoin investment. At the end of each turn,
you will see the total cost of your actions before pressing the orange ‘Save Decision’ button to complete that turn.
1. Press the ‘Collect Dividends’ button in the app to collect dividends and start your turn. Dividends are cash that stocks pay
you at the start of each turn for owning them. You collect dividends for each share of stock that you own. Dividends may
change throughout the course of the game. The app will automatically track the changes in dividends and add the sum of
the dividends you collect to your cash balance at the start of your turn. If a player owns no shares of stock at the beginning
of a given turn, that player will not earn any dividends on that turn. Note that, on the first round turn, the ‘Collect Dividends’
button will not appear in the app, since none of the players own any stock.
2. Roll three dice and move clockwise the number rolled. Then, input the number rolled into the app. The app will automatically complete the instructions for the space you land on, asking for your input if needed. If you rolled a triple (three of the
same number), place a free portal on the space you landed on (unless you landed on a Disaster Zone space, ‘Opening
Bell’ space, or a space occupied by another portal). At the start of this action, if you find yourself on a space with one of
your portals on it, you may choose to use your portal to teleport to another portal space instead of rolling. To learn more
about how portals work, please see the PORTALS section on pages 11 and 12.
3. This action is only available to the player who currently owns the floor trader. You may roll one die to move the floor
trader (the Bull or the Bear) diagonally in the middle of the board. You may then use the Bull or Bear to increase/decrease
one adjacent company’s share price and dividend or just the dividend. Please see the FLOOR TRADERS section on pages
7-10 to learn more about the Bulls and Bears.
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4. You can then choose to take one of the following three actions:
A. You may purchase stocks based on your location on the board at the stock’s current share price. Each share purchased will yield a dividend that you collect at the
start of your subsequent turns for as long as you own the stock. You may pick only one
company’s stock to purchase on each turn, but you may purchase as many shares of
that company’s stock as you wish, as long as you have enough cash to afford it. From
your current location on the board, you can draw an imaginary line across the board
to the opposite side, to see which three companies you can purchase (1A). If you are
on a ‘HIRE!’ space, you may purchase from any of the six companies that are on both
sides of that imaginary line (1B). The app will only allow you to purchase from eligible
companies based on your location on the board. The app will also show you the current share prices, dividends, and percent yield (dividend divided by share price) for
each company. To buy stock, change the ‘STOCK OR CRYPTOCOIN’ dropdown in
the app to ‘Stock’ and the ‘BUY OR SELL’ dropdown in the app to ‘Buy’. Then change
the ‘STOCK’ dropdown to the desired company and change the ‘SHARES’ dropdown
to the desired amount.

1A

B. You may sell stocks based on your location on the board, at 100% of the stock’s
current share price. If you have landed on a space that allows you to sell at a higher
value – for example, one that reads ‘Sell Stocks for 130% Value’ – then you may
sell, on that turn only, for the higher price. Note that even though this space says ‘Sell
Stocks’, selling on this turn is still an optional task that qualifies as an action. You are
1B
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not allowed to sell and buy stocks on the same turn. Whether or not you are on a ‘Sell Stocks’ space, you can only sell
stock in the companies which line up with the column, row, or diagonal, depending on where you are on the board,
similar to when you purchase stocks (1A & 1B). You may choose only one company’s stock to sell, but you may sell as
many shares of that company’s stock that you own. To sell stock, change the ‘STOCK OR CRYPTOCOIN’ dropdown
in the app to ‘Stock’ and the ‘BUY OR SELL’ dropdown in the app to ‘Sell’. Then change the ‘STOCK’ dropdown to
the desired company and change the ‘SHARES’ dropdown to the desired amount. If you do not see the ‘Sell’ option
under the ‘BUY OR SELL’ dropdown, it is because the companies you own are not in the column, row, or diagonal
where you have landed on the board.
C. You may purchase Cryptocoin instead of buying or selling stocks. Unlike stocks, Cryptocoin does not have a dividend that you collect at the start of every turn, nor does it have a price. You may purchase Cryptocoin starting from
$1 up to your current cash balance in increments of $1. But beware, it is very volatile! Cryptocoin has the potential
to double your investment or be completely lost on any given turn. To buy Cryptocoin, change the ‘STOCK OR CRYPTOCOIN’ dropdown in the app to ‘Cryptocoin’ and the ‘BUY OR SELL’ dropdown in the app to ‘Buy’. Then enter the
amount of Cryptocoin you would like to buy in the ‘Enter Amount’ line.
5. If there is not already a portal there, you may purchase a portal on the space you landed on for $50. To buy a portal,
change the ‘BUY A PORTAL’ dropdown in the app to ‘YES’. To learn more about how portals work, please see the PORTALS
section on pages 11 and 12.
6. You may sell any Cryptocoin you own. For example, if you own $1,000 in Cryptocoin, you can sell any value from $1 $1,000 to add to your cash balance. Note that you may buy/sell stock and sell Cryptocoin in the same turn, but that you
cannot buy/sell stock and purchase Cryptocoin in the same turn. On your last turn, make sure to sell all your Cryptocoin
to add to your cash balance. To sell Cryptocoin without buying or selling stock in the same turn, change the ‘STOCK OR
CRYPTOCOIN’ dropdown in the app to ‘Cryptocoin’ and the ‘BUY OR SELL’ dropdown in the app to ‘Sell’. Then enter the
amount of Cryptocoin you would like to sell in the ‘Enter Amount’ line. If you would like to sell Cryptocoin in addition to
buying or selling stock, buy/sell your stock as usual and press ‘Save Decision’. Before the end of your turn, the app will ask
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you if you would also like to sell Cryptocoin. Click ‘Yes’, enter the desired amount, and press ‘Sell’.
Note: You can never have a negative cash balance. For example, if you land on a space where you have to pay $50 but
have only $20, the app will take your cash to $0 and not negative. If you land on ‘Pay a Player $60’ but have less than $60,
you pay them all the cash you have, which takes your balance to $0. You are NOT out of the game if your cash balance
reaches zero. All players always play the entire game. Therefore, it is not recommended to invest the majority of your cash in
Cryptocoin early in the game unless you already own some stock, as this can make it hard to recover from the potential loss.
Note: When a board space states that a company increases/decreases by a certain percentage, it means that the company’s share price and dividend both increase/decrease by the stated amount. When you land on one of these spaces, the
app will calculate and update the share price and the dividend.

FLOOR TRADERS
Throughout the board, there are some spaces that increase/decrease stocks randomly. You will
find that it would be very useful if players could influence stocks of their choice. Floor traders (the
Bulls and the Bears) can do just that and will greatly influence the game.
A floor trader is auctioned any time a player lands on one of the ‘HIRE!’ spaces. The player who
landed on the ‘HIRE!’ space will decide if the trader will be a Bull or a Bear and which of the
following three levels it will be.
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Level 1 Bull – Can increase share prices & dividends or
only dividends by 10% of current value.

Level 2 Bull – Can increase share prices & dividends or
only dividends by 20% of current value.

On their turn, during their third action, the player owning the Bull or Bear can move the floor
trader and can decide whether to increase/decrease both the share price and dividend or just
the dividend for a stock adjacent to where the floor trader is located on the board. The player
can make a different choice from turn to turn if they would like, but the type and level of the floor
trader will remain the same until a new one is auctioned.
After deciding the type of floor trader and its level, the auction will begin by the player who
landed on the ‘HIRE!’ space.
• For a level 1 floor trader, the auction will begin at $25

Level 3 Bull – Can increase share prices & dividends or
			 only dividends by 30% of current value.
			 (Level 3 Bull not in play for a 2-player game)
Level 1 Bear – Can decrease share prices & dividends or
only dividends by 10% of current value.

Level 2 Bear – Can decrease share prices & dividends or
only dividends by 20% of current value.

Level 3 Bear – Can decrease share prices & dividends or
			
only dividends by 30% of current value.
			
(Level 3 Bear not in play for a 2-player game)
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• For a level 2 floor trader, the auction will begin at $50
• For a level 3 floor trader, the auction will begin at $75
All players can then proceed to bid higher prices in increments of at least $5 for control of that
floor trader until no one is willing to pay more than the last offered price. Have fun with the auction process, setting time limits, using blind auctions, or adding other auction-specific rules. During the auction, once players state a price that they are willing to pay, they cannot take it back.
Players cannot offer a bid that they cannot afford. For example, a player cannot offer to buy the
floor trader for a $150 fee if that player only has $140 of cash.
Each time a player lands on a ‘HIRE!’ space, the existing floor trader is removed from the game
and a new floor trader must replace it. Although very rare, if no one has at least $75 during a
given auction, then a level 3 floor trader may not be chosen for that auction. If no one has at least
$50, then only a level 1 floor trader can be auctioned. If no one has at least $25, then whoever
landed on the ‘HIRE!’ space gets a level 1 Bull or Bear for free. Once a player wins a given auction, they pay the winning auction amount and earn control of the Bull or the Bear.
No matter who wins a given auction, the floor trader token must be placed on the board’s square
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Bull/Bear space next to the player who landed on the ‘HIRE!’ space. If the player who landed
on the ‘HIRE!’ space wins the auction, that player can use the floor trader on the same turn. If a
player wins an auction but it is not their turn, that player must wait until their turn to use the floor
trader. The player who controls the floor trader can use the Bull or the Bear during the third action of their turn for as many turns as they own it. The player can roll one die (they do not have
to) to move the Bull or the Bear diagonally in any direction up to the number of spaces shown on
the die. They may then increase/decrease the share price and dividend, or only dividend, of a
company that is adjacent to the floor trader once every turn. They can choose the same company
or a different company from turn to turn. There may be situations where the player does not want
to influence any of the companies adjacent to the floor trader. In this instance, the player may
also choose to influence nothing at all.
Having control of the floor trader can be a significant advantage as there can only be one floor
trader on the board at any given time, but bid with caution! It is possible to win control of a floor
trader during another player’s turn, have someone land on a ‘HIRE!’ space again, and lose the
floor trader before ever having the opportunity to use it. A player who loses control of the floor
trader may still participate in the new auction, but will have to, once again, win the auction and
pay the price for the new one.
If you own the floor trader, the app will ask you which stock you would like to influence during
the third action on your turn. To move the floor trader, roll one die and move the floor trader in
the middle of the board diagonally, up to the number rolled. Then, select the stock you would
like to influence and whether you would like to influence ‘Price and Dividend’ or ‘Only Dividend’
in the app. The app will make the calculations and update the values.
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PORTALS
When roaming across the board, players may notice some useful spaces that they want to revisit.
Portals can help players land on certain spaces more frequently.
During their fifth action on a given turn, a player can purchase a portal on the space they are
currently on for $50. There may only be one portal on each eligible portal space. If an opponent
already has a portal on a space, another player may not purchase a second portal on that same
space. Players may not purchase portals on the three Disaster Zone spaces or the ‘Opening Bell’
space. All other spaces, including all the ‘HIRE!’ spaces, can have portals. Once you purchase a
portal, place your colored portal chip on the black semicircle on that board space. Players may
use only their own portals, and cannot use an opponent’s portals. There is no way of removing an
opponent’s portal or selling your own portals once they have been purchased. Each player may
use up to 15 portals.
A player cannot use a new portal on the turn immediately after they purchase it. Whenever a
player rolls the dice and lands on a board space where one of their own portals is located, they
are considered to be in their ‘portal loop’. On their next turn, the player can choose to teleport to
another one of their portal spaces instead of rolling the dice. After teleporting, follow the instructions on the space as usual.
You need at least two portals to start using them. When you roll the dice and land on one of your
portal spaces, you may, on subsequent turns, teleport to your other portal spaces instead of rolling
the dice. You can teleport to your other portal spaces in any order you wish. You do not need to
use all of your portals. While in your portal loop, you can use each of your portals only once, and
you cannot teleport back to the space that started your portal loop. So, if you have one portal, you
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OPENING BELL
cannot use it. If you have two, you can use it to teleport once. If you have three, you can teleport
up to two times, and so on. Once you are finished with your portal loop, you must begin rolling
again. You do not lose your portals once you have used them. As play continues, you may continue
buying more portals. If you roll the dice and land on one of your portals later in the game, you will
have entered a new portal loop and can use them again.

If a player passes the ‘Opening Bell’ space, the app will give that player their dividends
again (in addition to the dividends earned at the start of that turn). The player must pass
(not land on) the ‘Opening Bell’ space in order to earn extra dividends. While in their portal
loop, players do not collect bonus dividends from the ‘Opening Bell’ space.

To purchase a portal, change the ‘BUY A PORTAL’ to ‘YES’. The app will keep track of portal locations and will not allow you to buy a portal on an ineligible space. If you land on one of your
portal spaces, on your next turn, the app will have a white ‘Use Portal’ button next to the orange
‘+ Roll the Dice’ button. If you click on the ‘Use Portal’ button, the app will show you a list of spaces
to which you can teleport.
Note: You do not pass the ‘Opening Bell’ space while teleporting and cannot collect bonus dividends while using your portals.
Note: If you land on space #2, ‘Roll Dice: Move 3x the # Rolled’, after advancing the number
of spaces, you may buy a portal on both of the spaces if they are eligible. If you teleport to your
portal on space #2, the action for that space requires you to roll, so your portal loop ends and you
must immediately roll the dice and move your game piece. Therefore, since it is impossible to end
your turn on space #2, you will never be able to teleport from space #2, but you may teleport to
this space.
Note: Players can enter multiple portal loops in a single game. Players might also purchase portals
and never have the opportunity to enter a portal loop. Portals are more likely to be used in longer
games since players have more opportunities to purchase portals and land on their portal spaces.
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DISASTER ZONES
Whenever a player lands on this space, that player chooses a company. All players that own
any shares of stock in that company lose half of the shares that they own in the company.
The player who landed on the disaster space also loses half of the shares that they own in
the company they have chosen. If a player owns an odd number of shares in the selected
company, the number of shares lost is rounded down. For example, if you own nine shares
of a stock, you lose four of them. If you own only one share, you get to keep that share of
stock. You can (and probably should) choose a stock that you do not own. You can also pick
a stock that nobody owns. When you land on this space, select the stock that you would like
to target in the app and the app will update the players’ portfolios.
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THE APP

The player who lands on this space rolls all three dice. If an odd number is rolled, then all
nine companies’ share prices and dividends will decrease by 50% of their current values. If
an even number is rolled, then all nine companies’ share prices and dividends will increase
by 50% of their current values. When you land on this space, input the number you roll into
the app and it will perform the calculations and update the values.

• Download the FREE HIRE! app from the App Store or Google Play Store. For a link to the
app, visit our website at www.hireboardgame.com.
• Sign up or log in. You will be directed to the ‘My Games’ page. Click on the orange ‘+’
sign on the bottom of the page to start a new game.
HIRE! App

Whenever a player lands on this space, all players lose half of the stocks they own. Each
individual player gets to choose which shares of stock are forfeited from their portfolio. Players can choose to forfeit shares of only one company (if they have enough) or can select to
forfeit a mix of shares from different companies. Unlike the other ‘Players Choice’ disaster
space, the number of shares lost is rounded up for this space. For example, if you own ten
shares of Phantom Cola, five shares of Ultra Bank, and two shares of Colossal stock (17 total
shares), you can choose to forfeit five shares of Phantom Cola and four shares of Ultra Bank
(nine total shares) OR nine shares of Phantom Cola. Be sure to always have some inexpensive
stock on hand! Whenever you land on this space, the app will show each player’s holdings
in the order of play, and will notify each player how many shares they must forfeit. To choose
the shares you want to forfeit, press on the ‘Max #’ button on the right side of the companies
listed and input the number of shares you would like to forfeit for each company. Once you
have selected the required amount, press ‘Next’ to continue. Repeat for all players.
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• Create a name for your game so that you may return to it at a later date/time if you wish. Choose
the number of round turns (15 recommended), then click on the orange ‘Add Players’ button.
• You will need to input the player names and colors. You may use your real names, provided
character names listed on the player ID cards, or any name you wish. Simply write your
name, pick your color by tapping on the color selection under the word ‘color’, and press
the orange ‘Create’ button. To add another player, click on ‘+ Add Another Player’. Repeat
until all players are added, then press the orange ‘Create Game’ button.
• You will then be directed to the first player’s page. Manually roll the dice and move your
game piece on the board. Then click on the ‘+ Roll the Dice’ button on the app and input
the number you rolled. The app will perform the tasks and calculations necessary for the
space you landed on. Round two and beyond will begin with a ‘Collect Dividends’ button.
Click to start your turn and watch your cash increase!
The app has an ‘Undo’ button on the ‘Log Game’ page at the end of each player’s turn. Use
of this button will take you back to the beginning of that player’s turn.
The app will automatically save your game at the end of each player’s turn. You may start new
games without finishing prior ones, and can have multiple active games saved at the same time.
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END OF GAME
When the last player has completed their final turn, the game ends. The player with the most cash wins! The player with the
second most gets second place, the player with the third most gets third place, and so on. When you play the HIRE! board
game, there are so many different and unique possibilities that each game you play will be an exciting new adventure. So
get ready to jump into the stock market and HIRE! to win!
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